We have calculated the FMR line shape for magnetic multilayer structures of alternating iron and iron-alloy layers. The model assumes abrupt interfaces and that spins on adjacent layers are ferromagnetically coupled with an exchange constant 3 l2. The surface magnetic anisotropy fields are set to zero in our calculations. As 3 &z is increased, satellite lines in the surface impedance split off from the ferromagnetic resonance main lines of the component materials. The number of satellites is one more than the number of layered pairs. The position and strength of tkese lines is found to be dependent on the relative layer thicknesses as well as the interlayer exchange coupling.
INTRODUCTION
The microwave properties of magnetic multilayer structures have been the subject of much current interest, ' 
The prime is to denote that a molecular-field approximation has been applied to Eq. (6). A, 2 is defined in terms of JNN as
where the sum is over the two magnetically resonant k values. The characteristic impedances Z,"can be found from the corresponding k values by Zi"ick,"/4m. o--.
At the second interface (z =d, ) the field in layer 1 is given as
The constant a is the distance between the two spin moments across the interface. For most cases of interest it may be taken as the lattice constant of either layer. The assumption is that both layers have the same crystal structure. The brackets represent both spin orientation and thermodynamic averages.
The surface torque due to the interlayer exchange is then (2b) and the fields in layer 2 at the same interface (z =di ) are h~(z =d, )= g (h~+e '" '+h2"e '" '), P e2(z =d, )= g (Z2"h2+"e '" ' Z2"hq"e '" ') . - = 21z g Q1&(h &ze '" '+h &&e '" ') -g Qz"(hz+"e '" '+hz"e '" '), (14) P 1 p and the other spinning boundary at the common interface is given as I) = A1z g Qz"(hz+"e '" '+hz"e '" ') -g Q, "(h 1+"e '" '+h 1"e '" ') . [h] contains all internal field amplitudes.
Equation (17) Table I ). In Table I As the interlayer interaction is increased to 0.2 erg/cm a satellite peak appears near the high-field (iron) resonance. The splitting between the satellite peak and the main iron peak increases with increasing interaction strength. Simultaneously, the low-field (iron-alloy) peak is pushed to lower fields. The addition of only a single extra peak is understood, since under symmetrical excitation the environment of the two outside iron layers and the two iron-alloy layers is identical. We identify the extra peak as due to the resonance of electrons in the center iron layer.
We can characterize the spectral peaks by three parameters: the FMR field (Ho ), the peak height [Re(Z, )],", and the FMR linewidth (bH) defined as the full width of the resonance peak at half the maximum height (FWHM). The effect of the interaction parameter A &z on the five layer system is summarized in Figs. 4 and 5, which show the variation of the resonance field and peak height as a function of A, z (the FMR b,H is not a strong function of the coupling parameter). The position of the iron-alloy related peak is observed to move rapidly to lower fields and decrease in size as 3 &z is increased. The major iron-related peak shifts only slightly to lower fields and becomes larger. The size of the satellite peak tracks very closely with the size of the iron-alloy peak, but its shift to lower frequencies is not so pronounced. The appearance of the satellite is a dis- We illustrate this in Fig. 8 , which shows the position and oscillator strength of the peaks in the spectrum as a function of adding layer pairs with the interaction parameter fixed at A, 2 --0.2. We note that the satellite peaks enter the spectra between the major peaks, alternately close to the iron peak and the iron-alloy peak.
It is also interesting to study the effect of film thick- Fig. 9 shows how the peak positions shift with the thickness of the iron and iron-alloy layers. It is notable that the position of the satellite peak is a strong function of the iron layer thickness, but is insensitive to the thickness of the iron-alloy layers. The low-field peak associated with resonance in the iron-alloy layer is sensitive to the layer thicknesses of both materials, but the iron-alloy layer thickness has a greater effect. Figure 10 atoms of adjoining layers. In the geometry chosen there is no coupling between layers through the magnetic dipole interaction of the rf magnetization. The surface anisotropy fields were set to zero.
We find that the surface impedance shows FMR line shapes that are very sensitive to the exchange coupling between the layers. As the coupling parameter A, 2 is increased, satellite lines'are split off the FMR resonance peaks of the component materials. The total number of peaks in the spectra is one more than the number of layer pairs, and the field positions of both the major resonance peaks and the satellites is a strong function of A &2. The peak positions, widths, and oscillator strength are also found to depend sensitively on the relative layer thicknesses.
